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ABSTRACT
This paper presents three characteristics ill the 9ir7rulated active alignment strategy of the Jamea 1k %ebb Space
Telescope. The first includes the analysis and comparison of a baseline active alignment strategy with a damped
least squares strategy. This baseline utilizes prior knowledge by means of direct human operator interaction
t-o cogage sets of telescope compezasators to target specific aberration si-Datures. The baseline is compared to
a damped least-squares strategy that utilizes simultaneous erlgageruent of all telescope compensators without
explicit human operator inter<actiori to achieve a least-squares telescope compensation. Second, we discuss how
the active alignment of the JWST is encapsulated ill a linear optical model developed at the Space Telescope
Science Institute. This linear optical model provides a framework for art and robust description of the
optical control properties of the JWST and clearly articulates the necessity for having a multi-instrument raaulti-
field wavefront sensing strategy to overcome control system non independence and the effects of non-common
path errors in the main wavefront sensing carnera. Finally. we presera analytical results that explicitly inap the
telescope wavefront responses to the telescope control modes, and we present N once-Carlo optical performance
simulation results that demonstrate the efficac y of the damped least-squares active alignment and the prior-
knowledge active alignmmut schemes_
Keywords: Optical control modeling, segmented aperture telescopes, inverse problems
1. INTRODUCTION
The James V ebb Space Telescope {,III%ST) is a space-based infrared optimized optical system with a 6.5 in
primary mirror and a total of three powered nrirrors. t
 The powered mirrors deliver near infrared (NIR) light
With wavelength range 0.6pw < A < 51mi and mid infrared (L'IIR) light with wavelength range 5j an < A < 1511,111
to a suite of four scientific. izastruments_ r
 The scientiffe field-of-view for JWST is approximately 20 are-main by
10 arc-thin, with the held footprint of the five instrunrents 2 shown in Fig. I.
The JWST will be delivered in a folded state to its orbital location at the second Lagrange: point associated
with the Moon, Earth, and Sun, Once JWST is delivered the telescope will be unfolded, its primary mirror
segments phased, and the secondary ruirror positioried to give a least-squares aligned state of the telescope. The
process of aligning the telescope for scientific observations occurs over a duration of 5-6 months and utilizes a
number of different wavefront sensing strategies that target specific corn pensatilt- degrees-of-freedom (DOF's) of
the primary mirror segments and secondary mirror. For example, the relative piston orientations of the primary
mirror segments are determined by means of a fringe sensing technique that is similar to the fringe phasirig system
utilized by the Keck telescopes, 3
 and the smaller scale pistons of the segments, in-plane DOF orientations, and
segment radii-of-curvatures are det.errnined by means of a hybrid diversity phase retrieval algorithm.l
Ill this paper, two wavefront commissioning processes are presented and compared. The first process, a
version of the JWST haseline, utilizes targeted wavefront: serrshig and compensation strategies to achieve a
least-squares aligned state of the telescope. The targeted correction of specific aberrations by specific I)OF°s
defines a prior-knowledge use of wavefront. sensing and control. The ,econd process uses a damped least-squares
Furtber anttior information: (Send correspondence to rnp:on'6.stsci.edu Telephone: 1 (41€3) 338 4M4)
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Figure 1. A plot of the foot prints of the suite of five instruments on the JWST scientific field-of-view. The axes V2 and
V3 denote the horizontal and vertical field positions on the histrument.ation focal pia.ne in  right--handed co-ordinate
system. The 29 field points shown in the Figure correspond to the field points utilized in the multi-irlstrilment multi-field
wavefrom sensing and control strategy,
reconstructor that introduces Tikhonov filtering. Tikhonov filtering 5
 -'` is a numerical conditioning formalism
that can be used to dampen the smallest singular values in a: positive semi-
 definite non-square matrix. 819 The
damped-least squares wavefront control strategy is not proposed as viable alternative to the baseline. However,
useful insights are gained into the optical control properties of the JWST and the simulated baseline wavefront.
commissioning process by presentation and comparison of the damped least-squares approach.
The Space Telescope Science Institute (STScI) has developed an optical control €nodehng capability- in order to
e€rgage the optical control simulation and modeling verification analysis discussion within the JWST eon-imupity_
Simulation and modeling of wavefront commissioning plans, and Nvavofront control strategies are an essential
component of the STScI role in the JWST rnission.
This paper presents: A simulated version of the JWST baseline wavefront commissioning process (Section 2);
The optical control models developed at the Space Telescope Science Inst:it.ute (STScI) that are used to simulate,
the baseline and damped least-squares wavefront commissioning processes (Section 3); The optical control prop-
erties of the JWST (Section 4), The results of NIont.e-Carlo simulations of the wavefront commissioning processes
(Section 5). The models utill7ed in the simulation of optical control and wavefront sensing make use of linearized
vector mappings between telescope; compensating DOFs and wavefront errors measured in the telescope exit
pupil. The integration of phase retrieval wavefront sensing techniques into the STScI optical control models is
ongoing.
A simulated version of the multiple-instrument multiple-field (i1iINIF) wavefront sensin g
 strategy, used in the
JWST baseline wavefront control, is presented in this discussion. MIMF is used to overcome the non-fall rank
nature of the telescope control laws that result from non-indpdendence of the telescope compensating DOF and
the effects of non-common path error in the main wavefront sensing Camera.
2. XVAVEFRONT COMMISSIONING PROCESS
The wavefront commissioning process starts with the JWST in its post-launch slate with the pre-deployment
of the secondary mirror and folded state of the primary mirror. after approximately
 180 days the residual
micorrectable OTT ANTS wavefront error over the entire JWST scientific field is not to exceed the .residual
callout from the Wavefront sensing and control error budget. After wavefront commissioning, the telescope is in
its t igned and scientifically operational state. `fable l contains the steps takerr drtring the version of the baseline
wavefront commissioning process encapsulated in the 'Webb SLOM optical model. Table 1 describes each step,
and the regions of the scientific field utilized for wavefront sensing for each step. Steps 4, a, and 6 are expected
to happen iteratively, depending on the effects of the main wavefront sensing camera non-coninion path errors
and the effect of the uou-coinnion path error on the residual focal plane tilts introduced by the secondary mirror
during step 5 of the siniulated baseline wavefront comriiissioning process. The inain wavefront sensing carriera is
the shortwave channel of the Near Infrared Camera scientific instrument (NI^R.Caiii A).' 'Much of the discussion
in this paper pertains to steps 4, 5, and 6 of the baseline wavefront commissioning process. That is, the JWST
priniary and secondary mirror lice-phasing and It 1MF steps.
Table 1. The baseline wavefront commissioning plan encapsulated in the Webb SLOM optical model. The first column
indicates the control step and corresponding location ire the scientific field used to extract the wavefront- error signal, the
second coliunn describes the degree-of-freedorn (DOF) correction. After the MINIF control step, the primary u1irror is
fine phased once niore.
Control step and wavefront signal DOF correction
1. Secondary mirror sweep Not modeled
2. Global alignment	
_
I Clocking and decenters
3. Image stacking Tilts
NIRCam A central field
4. Primary mirror fine phasing I.Tilts
NIRCani A central point 2.Seginent z piston
F 3.11adius of curvatureA
4.0ocking	 II
5. Secondary mirror fine phasing Five secondary inirror RB DOFs F
Live NIRCam A field points
3
6. MIMF The secondary mirror
29 field points over scientific field optimized for least-square
alignment: over the OTF field
-	 ..............
The simulated baseline wavefront coin riiissioning plan utilizes a cascaded optical control and conipensa.tion
scheme during steps 4, 5 1
 and 6 to achieve a Least-norm aligned state of the telescope. The cascaded coin perisatiou
approach modeled in f ebb SLOM utilizes groupings of primary mirror segment compensators with siniilar
sensitivities to achieve least-squares correction. For exatnpl.e, during the baseline wavefront corninissioning
process the tilts and the pistoning of the primary mirror segments are used as the first corn.pensating group for
correction. Once these out-of-plane DOFs have been utilized, the radius-of-curvature of each segment is engaged
whilst the out-of-plane DOFs are forceded to maintain their corrected states. Then the in-plane clocking of the
segments are engaged. Finally, the in-plane deceiAers of the segments are engaged, whilst the reinainiug DOFs
are forced to raintain their corrected states. Hence, the cascaded approach utilizes DOFs that have a significant
degree of linear independence between their siniultaueously. That is, the interaction matrices utilized in each
primary mirror correction step are well conditioned. Once the set of cascaded primary mirror correction steps
are engaged during step 4, the secondary mirror is engaged in step 5. Then the secondary mirror is engaged onee
again during step 6. After secondary mirror enga ;e inent in step 6 the priwary mirror is phased by iniplernenting
step 4 once again.
The damped least-squares alignment strateffv presented in this discussion combines all the priniary tnirror
DOFs into si€nuit.aneous compensation motions that result, in a least-uorin aligned state of the primary ;nirror.
The primary mirror correction is followed by rigid body aligiunent of the secondary mirror. This process is
repeated between one and five; times. The nuinber of iterations chosen is based on empirical analysis. Simulta-
neous engagement of all primar y
 iiiirror compensating DOFs requires a nuiltiple-field wavefront sensing scherne
to overcome the tilt and decenter ambiguity associated with each primary nhirror segment. Hence, the damped
least-squares alignment strategs utilizes the five 4IRCarn A field points shown hi Fig. 1
3. OPTICAL CONTROL MODEL
The optical control models utilized in this analysis are developed and are maintained b y the Space Telescope
Science Institute (STSel). The models are collectively designated the name Nk"ebb SLONI- _ Webb SLO11i is atnong
other optical control simulation tools that have been developed by the JWST optical modeling counnunity.i0.11
STScI has developed an optical control modeling capability to engage in the optical control simulation and
modeling verification analysis and discussion within the JWST community. Simulation of optical control strategy,,=
and wavefront commissioning plans is an essential component of the STScl role in the JWST niission.
Webb SLOM is contained in the MXFI.AB and LEXIAX modeling environments iii a client-server active
dynamic data exchange (DDE) relationship." The control laws are contained in primary mirror and secondary
mirror Jaeobian interaction matrices that map tiie Ynotions of the JWST compensating DOFs to the linearized
wavefront responses calculated at the JWST exit pupil. The wavefront responses are decomposed into radial and
azimuthal polynomial functions that are orthonorinal over the hexagonal pupil aperture." , " It should be noted
that the model does not, include an y phase retrieval wavefront seii5irig a1g0ritl1nr5 at this time. In this analysis
the wavefront error signal is assumed to be formed in a perfect and noiseless way. The Jacobian interaction
matrices and their inverses are contained within NlXrLAB. The JWST model contained in ZEMAX includes
a. fully segmented primary= mirror as a set of non-sequential raytrace objects. Figure 2 contains a schematic
indicating the logical flow of information and data utilized in obtaining the optical control interaction matrices
and tile, 'Monte-Carlo performance analysis of the JWST optical control. The interaction matrix in Fig. 2 is
designated the symbol IT Figure 2 also contains a screen capture of the N'4ebb SLOM GUI front end that is
used to simulate the JWST baseline wavefront commissionin g
 process. Figure 3 contitiihs a ZEMAX rendering
of the JWST optical model utilized by Webb SLOM.
3.1 Derivation of the optical control law for Webb SLOM
The fundamental relation' :
 describing tiie mapping process from one vector space containing f t.o a. conjugate
vector space containing g by an operator represented by h(gf) is,
	
g = JE h(glf)fdf.	 (1)
Iii this discussion f represents a subset of JWST DOFs and g the wavefront; errors. The wavefront errors in g are
coefficients of radial and azimuthal polynomials that are ortlhonormal over a hexagonal aperture. For primary
mirror control the hexagonal apertures are the individual primary mirror segments. For secondary mirror control
the Hexagonal aperture is the best-fitting hexagon over the entire OTE exit pupil. The operator h(g f) represents
the optical control. systein. The operator h(g1f) is linearized to form a Jacobian matrix H. which consists of
matrix elements kj j . Hence the optical control system encapsulated by Eqt (1) may be represented by the linear
*,stein,
9i	 ho,i +	 h i) f,	 (2)
The Jacobi.an matrix consists of columns that each contain the wavefront error response to input; DOFs. The
elements h.j,a are generated front a least-squares linear fit of wavefront response data to three different input,
magnitudes of DOF variations. The extent- to which the coluinms contained in the matrix 11 are linearly inde-
pendent is directl y
 representative of the linear independence of the telescope DOFs for a. particular wavefront
sensing geometry in the telescope field-o#-view.
ThE. JWST compensating DOFs are tilts, clocking, (](,,,center,, of the primary mirror segginents, and the local
radius-of-curvature variation s
 of the priinary mirror segments, and the secondary mirror rigid body DOTS. The
'Webb SLONT is extracted from rise terms .lames ^ ebh Space Teleuope Space ole"'eOpe Science ITt$t:i.tute Linear
Optical Model
(a)
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Figure a. (a) A schematic showing the flow of data and information between the ZE MAX and ItiATL AB components
of Webb SI.0%1. MATLAB controls the instances of ZEMAX by DDE. The sclaeMatic represents the formation of an
interaction matrix and the Monte-Carlo simulation of the JWST misalignment. (b) The Webb SLONM GtiI used to
sisnolate,, the JWST baseline wavefront comnaia iOning plan. The combination of the DDE interface between MATLAB
and ZENMAX combined with the flexibilit y to generate liiATLAB GUTS provides opportunity- for powerful and widespread
use of the model.
Figure 3. An oblique view 3D solid rendering and a 3D face-on layout view of the JWST optical model represented in
ZFMAX. The JWST optical modal is controlled by code contained within MATLAB that interfaces Nvit.h ZFMAX by
DDE.
secondary mirror is located re notely from any pupil within the telescope. Hence, different science field points
hav,re different footprints over the secondary mirror. As a result any errors in the shape of the secondary mirror
phase surface and in distingitiahing between secondary
 mirror tilts and decenters requires wavefro nt responses
front multiple field points. In addition. if simultaneous optical control of the tilts and decenters of the primary
mirror segments is required. multiple field point wavefront responses have to be utilized to form an adeyfate
least-squares aligned state of the pri€nary,
 mirror.
The fundamental requirement for multiple field points arises frown overcoming the noit-independence of tilting
and dc entering conical si€rfaces. However, in the case of the primary mirror, the seClnential, or cascaded, control
of the most to least sensitive DOFs can overcome the multiple field regtairernent for primary mirror control.
The simulated JwST beeline wavefront connnissioning plan ditring the primary mirror fine phasing allows the
most sensitive out-of-plane primary nrirror segment tilts and pistolis to be adjusted first, whilst inaintaining the
in-plane motions and radii-of-curvature of the segments. Then, the radii of curvatures of the primary- mirror
segments are changed whilst the remaining DOFs are maintained; 'T'hen the mirror segment g ilts and pistons and
radii of curvatures are maintained. whilst the in plane decenters, and clockings are adjtisted. This "strong-weak-
strong" optical control. strategy i utilizes the full rank nature of truncated optical control itiatrices and contains
columns that are wavefront error responses to subsets of the telescope controllable DOFs. This point is described
in more detail in Subsection 4.1
3.2 Derivation of the least-squares aligned state generated by the optical control law
The linear System in Eq. (2) in the presence of white Gaussian additive noise can be rewritten as,
g=hod llf-+-n.
The Cramer-Rao lower boiind", is applied to the linear system, subject: to the noise process n to determine
the ininilnuin-variance unbiased estimate of Eq. (3). The probability law governing n is,
£	 1	 11
 ? -	 iP ( 11) —	 ,) ^v'/z 
a ea [	 n nj .	 (4)
The necessary steps to Form the Cra.rner-Rao Lower bound" , II are followed to form the Inininnunt-variance
imbiased estimate f,
(	 1—I
	
f ( 1-1 ]'1) H" [g — ho — n]	 (^)
Equation {a} asstrines that the watrix H is frill rank acid is not susceptible to the scalar noise parameter (T_
If H is not full rank, it is singular, and the. mininarin-variance innbiased estimate does not exist. 'T'hen the
least-norm estimate is utilized. In Webb SLOM the least-norm pseudo-inverse t.ised is the damped reconstructor
that utilizes '.T'ikhonov filtering." The least-noun estimate of f calci€fated by the dammed reconstructor, which
in this discilssion is assigned the generic terin "the damped least-squares reconstructor" is,
= iH T jj+pr1 W HT [g- ho ---n'.	 (6)
The most significant restilts to extract from this Section are the least-squares iwa rse in Eq, (5) used for the full
rank matrix H and the damped-least sq€tares inverse in Eq. (6), which can be used for note-fidl rank matrices
and in the presence of sigi€ificant noise that may decre€,se the effective rank of .H.
'T'he truncation of hr
 to include on1v I)OF that have similar sensitivities is utilized in the baseline J ST
wavefront commissioning process to overcome the poor conditioning of H for primary mirror control. The optical
control properties of the baseline wavefront: control strategy are presented in Section 4,
r This W liza.tion of strong-weak-strong .DOFs to perforirt optical control was comnnwic<i,ted to the author by J. Howard
and Kong Ha of :NASA Goddard Space Flight Center.
4. OPTICAL CONTROL PROPERTIES OF JWST
The linear optical model for the JWST, contains optical control matrices for the primary and secondary mirrors,
which are H t ,^.p and iL t,^, respectively. The optical control properties of the JWST are contained in HPRIM
and H^F As stated the extent to which the columns of the matrices Hp Rj j^s and I-ISEC are linearly independent
is the degree of linear independence between the telescope DOF's. The degree-of-linear independence between
the telescope DOFs determines the conditioning of the matrix and determines the dimension of its column space.
The dimensionality of the telescope column space ; and the degree of the telescope linear independence card be
quantified by the singular value decomposition (SVD).m',m9
The SVD of the control matrix H yields three matrices V. E. and U. The matrix V consists of columnns that
are ort,honormal vectors vm, _.., v iz spanning the vector space defined by time wavefront sensing response of the
telescope system. 'These are the left singular vectors. The matrix E is a nominally diagonal matrix consisting of
fir,,, the singular values of the matrix H. The matrix U consists of columns that are ortlionormal vectors U1. , — u,a
spanning the telescope DOFs space. These are the right singular vectors. The SVD is written as,
R
H = Ev„uTp,.,.	 (7)
n-m
'Che value R in Fcl. (7) is the rank of the matrix. If H were a positive definite square matrix then the vectors
vm , ..., v,, and um, ..., u„ would he the right singular vectors and would be eigenvectors of H and 5Y: would be a
matrix of eigenvalues.
The right singular vectors (span DOF space), and the singular values define the optical control properties of
the telescope. The left singular vectors (span wavefront sensing space) and singular values define the wavefront
sensing properties of the telescope. In the following subsections the properties of optical control utilizing the
damped least squares reconstructor for wavefront commissioning, and the baseline optical control strategy for
wavefront commissioning are presented. Art essential component to the optical control discussion is the use of
the numerically rigorous technique for optical systems sensitivity analysis presented by Chapman_ 19
4.1 Optical control and wavefront sensing modes
The DOF f and wavefront sensing modes g can be expressed as the expansions,
f E(UT f)U” ,	 (8)
,a
g E(jg) V" ,	(^)
n
Therefore, each of the optical control modes contained in um, ..., un consist of vector components that are equal
to time telescope DOFs f. Also, the wavefront sensing modes contained in vm v,, consist of vector components
that: are equal to the wavefront sensing vectors g.
The vector space spanning property for f and g contained in Fqs. (8) and (9) is utilized in a singular mode
based sensitivity analysis technique m9
 to determine the greatest telescope DOF contributors to each telescope
singular value. The vector space spanning property can also be used in wavefront sensing space to determine the
aberration components that contribute most to each singular value. This technique is utilized in a discussion of
the optical control properties and wavefront sensing geometry of the Advanced Technology Solar Telescope. 12
The plots in Figure 4 show the truncated singular values and labeling indicating the primary and secondary
mirror DOFs tbat have the greatest contributions to each truncated singular value. The truncated singular values
have almost the same values a#y
 the singular values. The truncated singular values are calculated iteratively from
a subset: of time interaction mnatrix where the colummn corresponding to the least sons ,ive DOF for a particular
iteration of' the calculation is trtmcated. The number of iterations in the calculation is equal to the number of
singular values mninus one. The singtdar vahmes presented are extracted from a generic 1_S segmraent primary mirror
telescope design that contains the same general properties its the JWST.
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Figure 4. Plots of the truncated singular values corresponding to (left) three different primary mirror optical interaction
matrices corresponding to three different wavefront sensing geometries in the field-of-view , and (right) two different
secondary mirror optical interaction matrices corresponding to two different wavefront, seusirrg gecanletries in the field-of-
view. The DOT's contributing most to each singular value is indicated in th.e plot.
The primary- mirror singular values plotted in Fig. 4 are calcidated for interaction matrices containing a
single field point at the NIRCam A field center, five points over the NIRO-tin A Field, and the 29 points shown in
Fig. 1. The secondary rnirror singular values plotted in Fig_ d are calculated for interaction matrices containing
five points over the NIRCarn A field, and the 29 points shown ill Fig. 1. The condition numbers for each matrix
are similar because the DOFs that are collected in each matrix have similar sensitivities. However, the relative
sensitivities between the groups of primary mirror DOFs differ. For example, the relative sensitivities of the the
segment pistons orlon; the z axis (z dee) are greater Own the clocking (z tilts) for the matrix formed with a
single NIRCam A field point. Whereas the sensitivities of the clocking (z tilts) and pistons (z decanters) are
switched for the matrices that htwe more then one field point: included in the calculation. The reason for the
re-ordering of sensitivities arises from the field dependent al3erration signature resutt.ing from clocking; (z tilts)
compared with the field independent change in focus arising from the z piston.
Optical control of the secondary rnirror in Webb SLO I utilizes sirntiltaneous engagement of all the secondary
mirror rigid body DOFs to achieve compensation. T yre simultaneous engagement of all secondary mirror DOFs
requires wavefront sensing from more than one field point to overcome the tilt-decenter ambiguity of the secondary
rnirror.
Table 2. The condition numbers corresponding to the primary mirror int-eractiou matrices that contain. all the primary
mirror DOFs, the XY tilts (out-of-plane tilts) and pistons (Z decenter), the clocking (Z tilts), XY decanters (in plane
decanters), and radius-of-curvatures. All matrices are calculated with respect to the wavefront error response at the center
of the NIRCam A field-of-view.
Matrix type Condition number
All primary rnirror D OFs 5.99e 
-I- 0G
XY tilts, piston 8.12
Clockin g 3.05
XY clecenters ().01
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Figure S. Plots of the singular values corresponding to: (left) the primary mirror ILLS reconstructor with the different
damping factors p shown, including the case cohere no damping is introduced. The plot eontains a. label showing the
hreakdown between the less sensitive in plane primary mirror segment DOFs, and the more sensitive out-of-plane primary
mirror DOFs; and (right) the. primary mirror control matrix containing all its DOF'R, and the singular values corresponding
to the control matrices with the DOFs indicated. The matrices are calculated with respect to wavefront error responses
at the center of the NIR.Cam A field-of-view.
4.2 Damped least-squares optical control
For damped least-squares (DLS) optical control during the wavefront commissioning simulations of the JWST
primary mirror, the wavefront error signals from the five NIRCam A field points rotivrr in Fig. I and the
corresponding interaction matrix are used. First the alignment signal for the secondary mirror is calculated,
after which the alignment signals for the primary mirror segments are calculated from the residual wavefront
error.
The DLS reconstructor introduces the parameter p, as shown in Eq. (G), to dampen the effects of the smallest
singular values, which become the dominant singular values in the inverse. These, smallest singular values, if left
undampened, can force the telescope into patholo gical alignment states. lay allowing the most insensitive DOFs
to have large values, and to be highly susceptible to noise in the system. The value of p to use its the inverse is
chosen by trial and error. In the Nkebb SLOM Monte -Carlo simulations of the primary mirror phrasing by the
DLS wavefront commissioning, the values chosen for p for five correction iterations are 10, 1, 0.1, 0.01_ and 0.001,
respectively. Each value of p is introduced for a different iteration of the reconstructor. There is no damping
introduced for the secondary mirror.
Figure 5 in the left pane contains plots of the singular values of the primary mirror DLS reconstructor for
six different damping factors. The singular vainer presented are extracted from a generic 18 segment primary
mirror telescope design that contains the same general properties as the JWST. The effect of the damping is
to diminish the effect- of the less sensitive in-plane primary mirror DOF's. For example, the effect of greater
damping values in the first two iterations of the DLS reconstructor is to force the more sensitive out-of-plane
DOFs to provide most of the correction. Then after most of the wavefront error has been compensated with the
more sensitive. out-of-plane DOFs, the residual errors can be corrected by the less sensitive in-plane DOFs. This
effect is utilized explicitly in the baseline optical control strategy.
4.3 Baseline optical control
The simulated baseline optical control of JWST wilizes the cascaded optical compensation scheme described in
Section 2 to phase the primary mirror and the wavesfront error signals from multiple field points to align t^lre
secondary mirror. The primary mirror control rrt;ilizes the wavefront- error signals from a. single field point located
at the center of the'NIRCarn A field. In order to overcon:re the tilt, deeenter. and radius of curvature ambiguities
associated with primary
 mirror control at ,), single field point; the baseline primary mirror phasing introduces a
sequence of corrections starting with the more sensitive out-of-plane DOFs, and then the less sensitive radius-
of-curvature DOF and in-plane mirror decenters. This process is repeated in an iterative "strong weak-strong"
compensation strategy
Figure 5 in the right pane contains the singular values of the interaction matrices that contain the out-of-
plane tilts, z pistons (z-dec), in clocking (z-tilts), decanters. and radii of curvature (ROC). Table 2 contains the
condition numbers for the full primary= mirror interaction matrix, and the matrices corresponding to the groups
of DOFs utilized in the primary mirror compensation component of the baseline wavefront commissioning plan.
The condition numbers presented are extracted from a generic 18 segment primary mirror telescope design
that contains the same general properties as the JWST. The condition zaumber for the primary mirror matrix
containing all the DOFs spans six orders of magnitudes. This large condition number indicates significant non-
independence between the columns of the matrix, which occurs as a result of the tilt and deeenter ambiguity
of the segments for single field point wavefront sensing. However the condition numbers corresponding to the
matrices containing the wavefront responses for the grouped sets of DOFs are not greater than an order of
magnitude. Hence, there is significant linear independence between the colts€nns of the matrices containing the
grouped DOFs, which is utilized in the "strmig-weak-strong" optical control of the primary mirror.
5. MONTE-CARLO SIMULATION RESULTS
Monte-Carlo optical performance simulations sire performed under the conditions of scientific instrument non-
common path error. The non-common path error in the NIRCam A optical channel is simulated as second-order
field dependent astigmatism. The non-common path error in the remaining optical channels are simulated as field
independent astigmatism. The field dependent NIRCam A aberration model Is the most dominant non-common
path error effect. Most of the simulated baseline wavefront commissioning plan utilizes wavefront error signals
front the NIRCam A field points shown in the plot contained in Fig_ I. The multi-instrument inulti-field (IIIMF)
wavefront sensing and control strategy utilizes all the field points shown in Fig. 1. MIME is necessary to sense
any residual tilts, or other residual low-order field dependencies in the scientific focal plane that occur as a result
of NIRCaun A non-common path errors. There is less residual wavefront error over the scientific field-of-view
after MIMF, compared with after dude phasing.
A perturbation vector containing random orientations of all the rigid body JWST DOFs and random pertur-
bations to the primary mirror segments radii-of-curvature are introduced into the ZEIMAX optical model that is
contained in NVebb ShOM. The perturbation vector includes the rigid body perturbations to the tertiary mirror.
The JWST compensating I)OFs include the primary mirror rigid body- DOFs and radii-of-curvatures, and the
rigid body orientations of the secondary mirror. Figure h contains the RXIS wavefrant errors_ resulting from
the perturbed optical models; rafter the DB and baseline wavefront corninissionilrg of the JWST in the presence
of scientific instrument non-common path errors. The RXIS wavefront errors resulting from the Monte-Carlo
performance analyses are extracted from a generic 1.8 sehanent primary mirror telescope design that contains
the same general properties as the JWST. The \lonte-Carlo simulation results show that the simulated baseline
wavefront connnissionivag plan risiilts in substantially better optical performance than the damped least-squares
approach. The improvement in optical performance is greatest along the F i instrument axis. In addition the use
of MIXIF results in a further improvement of optical performance in NIRSpec, FGS-tf. and FGS-guider regions of
the scientific fields. Hence, the use of prior knowledge, and a non-damped reconstriwtor that does not filter any
of the, control modes during compensation results in optimum optical performance, over a wide range of optical
deformations to a JWST-like optical system_
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Figure 6. Contour plots of the RNIS wavefront errors resulting from (top-left) perturbation of JWST ; (top-right) the I LS
correction of JWST; (bot . torti-Left) correction of the JWST alignment up to and including the fine pleasing of the primary
and secondary mirror; and (bottom-right) correction of the JWST soli Mnent up to and includjug MINIF. The wave-froflt
sensor signals include non-cof ytnamt path errors front all the scientific ittstrunients.
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